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EDITORIAL
Welcome to the latest Australian Videocamera e-Magazine
Well, that caught me by surprise. On Wednesday I was cheerily winging across the country
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West to East for the first hands-on press conference I had been to for nearly 4 years, courtesy
of the nice folk at Fujifilm.
On the plane I was thinking, as I mentioned last week, there has been a dearth of hardware
releases over recent years. Then, over the next 48 hours, not only has Fujifilm released what
turns out to be an excellent new model, the X-H2, but Canon, Panasonic and Sony ALSO
release new models of varying styles.
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What I do find interesting about this, is while the Sony offering is somewhat a specialist beast,
both the Canon and Panasonic releases are what we would call “standard” camcorders
(there is a fourth from Canon which is a PZT unit).
Now I wouldn’t think companies like this would spend copious quantities of dosh on research
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and engineering, tooling up and then building these without a damn good reason to do so.
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So the question is, has the tide turned and shooters are returning to preferring this style of
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camera over the dSLR or mirrorless for video?
Time will tell.
Time also beat me to get the Sony F7 into this edition, but it is on the website if you want to
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see the official press release.

David Hague
Publisher / Managing Editor
You have received this as you have registered with Australian Videocamera, but I am more than happy of course for you to

Cover Image: Down on the south west coast of WA.
Shot with GoPro Hero 10 Black

forward it to any friends or acquaintances you think will get value from it. If they wish to sign up to get their own regular copy,
they can do so via the pop-up at www.australian-videocamera.com. If you no longer wish to receive this e-magazine, please
email me at david@auscamonline.com and nominate exactly which email gets the subscription. I'll remove it immediately.
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News From Around The Industry

ShotPut Pro Version 2022 For Mac

Each edition I publish stories and links
to stuff that has crossed my desk over
the preceding period I think may be
of interest to you. Sometimes there is
lots, sometimes very little.

Apparently faster than ever and
packed full of new features, the
co,mpany says it's hard not to get excited.

Its says you'll find that this version of
If you have material you want the ShotPut outperforms previous verwider world to know about, send it to sions in virtually every area.
me via david@auscamonline.com
The good news is that if you have a
valid update plan your app should
Cartoon Animator 5 Coming
notify you an update is available and you will be able to
download it immediately.
Click here for more.

MAXON One "Fall" Release
Reallusion tells me that Cartoon Animator is imminent. The company is
offering a sneak view and also says
there will be "special deals", so if cartoonery is your thing, click here.

Maxon One receives a wide range
of new features and enhancements
including simulation advancements,
symmetry modeling and native OCIO
support for Cinema 4D, stacked materials for Redshift, polygonal modeling in Forger; text effects for Universe,
new sprites for Trapcode, performance updates for VFX, improved

workflow for Moves by Maxon, and
additional Capsules for Cinema 4D.

Subscribe here or to get more info

Catchflight Film Festival Winners
Announced
Films were submitted from across Australia and New Zealand, showcasing
the exceptional talent of filmmakers who are using the Sony system to
capture their stories.
See the winners and their entries here

New BorisFX for Final Cut owners
Boris FX says its excited to bring Final
Cut Pro users 3 professional plugin
packs at a fraction of the cost of the
full Continuum suite — and you don't
need a subscription! Click here.

XS Wireless Digital

An instant
connection.
Wireless means never missing the moment. It
means powering on and getting straight to work.
Be it a complication-free lavaliere for the oneperson video team, a wireless mic that’s up and
running right out of the bag, or something entirely
different—it’s a quick sync and you’re good to go.
Enter the world of wireless without the burden of a
complex setup.
An all new way to capture audio.
An instant connection.
www.sennheiser.com/xsw-d
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Released: Fujifilm X-H2

tographers and videographers.

“We are very pleased to launch
I was lucky enough to be flown to Syd- for their outstanding image quality the highest resolution camera in
ney this week, as well as being put up in both stills and video, delivered the history of X Series, and we are
overnight at a flash hotel, courtesy of with Fujifilm’s outstanding, propri- highly confident
Fujifilm It was for the launch of the etary colour reproduction technol- that this new
model will be
new Fujifilm X-H2 and a cpouple of ogy.
a success in
lenses.
The X-H2 features the new back-illuAustralia,”
I have to say I was super impressed at minated 40.2MP X-Trans™ CMOS 5
says
Mr
the new camera, and while not really HR*1 sensor and the high-speed XRyuichi
getting a play with it, we were taken Processor 5. This new flagship modMatoba,
through its paces and shown some el, delivers high-resolution stills as
the new
brilliant examples of what can be pro- well as being the world’s first*2 APSCEO
of
duced.
C camera to enable 8K/30P Apple
FUJIFILM
ProRes*3 internal recording.
Australia.
I am hoping to be able to get a sample
to review in the very near future and With the release of the X-H2, the “ F u j i f i l m
then a full reveiew will be forthcom- “X-H series” now has two flagship are coning. Until then, here are the details models. The high-speed flagship t i n u o u s l y
via the official press release.
model X-H2S excels in shooting challengFull
fast moving subjects, whereas the ing
FUJIFILM Australia is pleased to anhigh-resolution flagship X-H2 deliv- Frame. With
nounce the launch of the mirrorless
ers exceptional image quality that the release of
digital camera Fujifilm X-H2 (X-H2) in
transcends the normal quality limit the twin flagSeptember, 2022. The camera joins
models,
for the format. With the twin flagship ship
the lineup of X Series of mirrorless
models, Fujifilm can cater for all the X-H2S and X-H2,
digital cameras that are renowned
shooting needs of professional pho- Photographers and
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Released: Fujifilm X-H2
videographers can now choose the
best solution to meet their content
creation

needs”, adds Shaun
Mah, General Manager of
Electronic Imaging and Optical Devices of FUJIFILM Australia.

Main product features:

1. Featuring the new X-Trans™
CMOS 5 HR sensor and the highThe unprecedented image quality
speed X-Processor 5 to produce the
delivered by the X-H2’s new sensor
highest image resolution in the hiscompared to its predecessors in the
tory of the X Series
X-Series is complemented with advanced features including minimum (1) The high-resolution 40.2MP sensor
standard ISO125, maximum shutter has an improved image-processing
speed of 1/180,000 sec with elec- algorithm to enhance image resotronic shutter, and the PIXEL SHIFT lution without compromising the
MULTI SHOT mode to enhance vis- S/N ratio, producing astonishing imual expressions. The X-H2 also offers age quality. It also has an improved
functions and interfaces that assist pixel structure to efficiently bring in
shooting, such as the subject-de- a greater amount of light, enabling
tection AF based on Deep Learning ISO125 as a new native base ISO.
technology that automatically de- This is particularly beneficial during
tects and tracks a broader range of day-time outdoor shooting or to
subjects like animals and birds. The take advantage of the large apernew features also include five-axis ture to produce bokeh.
and up to seven stops of in-body
image stabilisation*4, 0.8x magnifi- (2) The use of the new sensor and
cation and 5.76 million dot EVF as resulting ability to control exposure
well as a card slot compatible with time at a greater precision have improved the fastest shutter speed for
CFexpressTM Type B cards*5.
the electronic shutter by 2.5 stops
from the previous 1/32,000 sec to
1/180,000 sec. This allows users to
PAGE 7
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Released: Fujifilm X-H2
leave the aperture wide open in out of camera.
glary conditions such as a sunny
2. Excellent video performance
beach or a ski slope, or to capture
that caters to professional video
a split-second motion.
production needs
(3) This is the first X Series camera
featuring the Pixel Shift Multi-Shot
function. The camera uses the IBIS
mechanism to shift the image sensor with high precision to carry out
automatic shooting, recording 20
images that are combined into a
single frame using the dedicated
software, “Pixel Shift Combiner”. This
free software processes the captured frame to generate an image
containing about 160 Million Pixels,
which is perfect for commercial
photography and digital archiving.

(1) With the incorporation of the
new sensor, 8K movies can be recorded internally at 30P in
4:2:2 10-bit colour.
The X-H2 has a heat-dissipating design, the same as
X-H2S, to enable recording
8K/30P movies for approximately 160 minutes*6, making 8K a practical option.
Furthermore, it supports 8K
over-sampling to produce
high-quality 4K video, making maximum use of the highresolution sensor to record
movies in superior image resolution.

(4) The X-H2 supports the HEIF image
format, which delivers 10-bit image
quality in files up to 30% smaller than
standard JPEG files, continuing to (2) X-H2 supports three Apple ProRes
expand Fujifilm’s reputation of de- codecs; ProRes 422 HQ, ProRes
livering high-quality images straight 422, and ProRes 422 LT. When rePAGE 8

cording ProRes, X-H2 also supports
proxy recording such as ProRes 422
Proxy."*7.
(3) X-H2 features a digital zoom
function*8 that uses
the
camera's

CAMCORDER
get twice the reach and seamlessly
transition to the digital zoom function when the lens reaches its maximum focal length.
(4) Combined with a compatible HDMI device from Atomos or
Blackmagic Design, 12-bit RAW video output from X-H2 can be recorded as Apple ProRes or Blackmagic RAW at resolutions and frame
rates of up to 8K and 29.97
frames per second.

rent F-Log, broadening post-production potential.
*6 When recording video at 25 from
a cool start, with the auto poweroff temperature set on High, H.265
4:2:0, a bitrate of 200Mbps, and vertical battery grip VG-XH using three
batteries attached. The recording
duration depends on remaining
battery charge and the type and
capacity of the memory card used.
When the main unit heats up, filming may automatically stop.
*7 Proxy not available for
8K/30P and 8K/25P recording.
*8 Available in three modes:
4K HQ, 4K DCI HQ, and FHD
*9 When recording F-Log2,
based on Fujifilm internal testing.

40.2MP sensor to deliver
up to 2x of digital zoom with little to
no loss in resolution, when recording video in 4K. Using zoom lenses,

(5) In addition to F-Log, X-H2 also
supports F-Log2, which records an
expanded dynamic range of 13+
stops*9. This range is wider than cur-

3. Evolved AF performance that
captures details accurately

ing technology that automatically
detects and tracks a broader range
of subjects, including animals, birds,
cars, motorcycles, bicycles, planes,
and trains – as well as human faces and eyes, so image-makers can
concentrate on composition and
creativity, confident that X-H2 will
track focus accurately.
(2) The new high-resolution sensor has a greater number of phase
detection pixels than current models, resulting in an improved ability to attain AF-S focus on various
subject matter, such as landscape
and portrait photography. Furthermore, X-H2 also incorporates the
improved AF prediction algorithm,
which was newly developed for
the X-H2S, enabling stable focusing
even when using AF-C.
For the rest of the release, pricing ,
and also information on the Fujifilm
lens releaqse, please click here.

(1) X-Processor 5 features subjectdetection AF based on Deep LearnPAGE 9

Premium quality, 10-year lifespan
First Look: Pluto Trigger

THE LIGHTWEIGHT TRIPOD COMPANION
FOR SHOOTING VIDEOS AND PHOTOS

Genuine fluid head pan & tilt technology
Perfect for DSLR cameras up to 5 kg/11 lbs
Compact, lightweight and versatile

Solidly built for rugged outdoor shooting conditions
Proudly made in Australia from the creators of the fluid head

www.millertripods.com
twitter.com/millertripods

facebook.com/millertripods
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Released: Panasonic HC-X2/HC-X20, New LUMIX Lens
Panasonic has announced two
professional 4K camcorders
which offer the rich features and
performance demanded by videographers, coupled with an integrated lens design that makes
them ideal for news, interviews,
weddings/events and single operator/small scale TV productions.

To deliver stunning content, the new
models support 4:2:2 10-bit internal
video recording up
to 4K 30p
and the
high-efficiency
HEVC codec. A wide variety of recording formats are
available, while super slow
motion (120/100 fps) and VFR
(2 to 60 fps) allow for a wider
range of video expression.

The new HC-X2 and HC-X20 models
offer impressive optical capabilities
and stunning 4K video capture as
well as functions and customisable
controls that streamline video pro- There is an array of features
duction and workflow.
to satisfy professional video
production needs, including
For excellent results whatever the
simultaneous display on the
shooting situation, the camcorders
LCD monitor and EVF, triple
include features such as a 20x optimanual rings, 2-Channel XLR
cal zoom, 24.5mm[i] wide angle for
audio input terminals, ND filboth UHD and FHD, 4K high-preciter, dual SD card slots, unlimsion AF with face detection, 5-Axis
ited shooting time, built-in Wi-Fi,
HYBRID O.I.S.+, high brightness LCD,
and more. The HC-X2 also includes
and more.
PAGE 12

direct connection to Ethernet terminals, simultaneous SDI/HDMI output,
has
HD live

CAMCORDER

Released: Panasonic HC-X2/HC-X20, New LUMIX Lens
Aaron Waters, Product Marketing Manager, Imaging, Panasonic,
said: “Our new camcorders ensure
ultra-sharp 4K video up to 50/60

porting a variety of professional
shooting requirements.”
The professional camcorders
are available in late October from leading photographic specialists.
• HC-X20: RRP $4,499
•

HC-X2: RRP $5,499

Key Capabilities
1-inch type 4K Sensor for superb image quality

streaming capabilities
and supports a variety of streaming
protocols.

frames
per second in 10-bit. The
20x optical zoom lens incorporates
powerful image stabilsation and
built-in neutral density filters, sup-

The 1-inch type MOS sensor (approximately 15.03 effective megapixels) is capable of recording at
UHD (3840 x 2160) without cropping
and offers a moderate depth of
field and an excellent balance between image quality and sensitivity.

High-quality recording with versa-

tile modes
The camcorders support a variety
of bit rates and formats to meet
professional needs. Internal recording of UHD up to 29.98p/25p and
FHD up to 59.94p/50p in 4:2:2 10-bit
quality is available.
In 10-bit recording, the camcorders
deliver 4K 60p 4:2:2 10-bit HDMI output, enabling high image quality
capture with an external recorder.
HEVC recording (LongGOP/10-bit
4:2:0/MOV) is also supported for recording 59.94p at a high bit rate of
200 Mbps.

Powerful 20x Optical Zoom
The integrated lens has a powerful optical 20x zoom ranging from
24.5mm* wide angle to 490mm*
tele. i.ZOOM achieves 24x at 4K resolution, and 32x at FHD.
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Released: Panasonic HC-X2/HC-X20, New LUMIX Lens
*35mm camera equivalent.

5-Axis HYBRID O.I.S.+ for stable image acquisition
In both UHD and FHD modes – in
addition to OIS (Optical Image Stabilisation) – Electronic Image Stabilisation operates to detect and correct handshake in 5 axes, including
rotational blurring, to produce stable images at 20x optical zoom. This
provides strong correction in unstable conditions, from low-angle to
high-angle shooting.

frame rate (2 to 60 fps)
The Super Slow Motion function records HD images at a high speed of
120 fps (59.94 Hz) and 100 fps (50 Hz).
The HC-X2/X20 are also equipped
with a VFR (variable frame rate)
recording function that can be
set in ten steps
from 2 to 60 fps.
This lets the user
produce creative and expressive
videos using techniques such as
overcranking for a slow-motion effect and undercranking for a quickmotion effect.

A Ball O.I.S. System reduces friction
on the drive section, achieving delicate correction even for small-am- HLG (Hybrid Log Gamma) /V-log for
HDR video production (HC-X2 only)
plitude handshake.

Super slow motion and variable

PAGE 14

The HC-X2 is equipped with HLG
(Hybrid Log Gamma) which allows for high dynamic range video
shooting with minimal need for editing, thanks to its broadcast-ready

colour gamut format. In addition, it
supports V-Log, providing 13 stops
of latitude. Designed with consistent colour management and an
easier post production workflow in
mind, the recorded footage

CAMCORDER

Released: Panasonic HC-X2/HC-X20, New LUMIX Lens
High-speed, high-precision AF including Face Detection AF/AE
Superior focusing speed, stability
and tracking performance
for both
4K and

Full-HD is achieved thanks to Face
Detection AF/AE together with the
focus lens drive. In addition, precise subject tracking with skin tone
recognition to distinguish between
faces and backgrounds can
be activated by touching the LCD panel.

Features to streamline professional
is easily matched with both V-Log L
and V-Log
footage
from LUMIX and
Varicam
cameras.

camera work
Versatile network functions expand
user workflow
A Wi-Fi module is built-in, so there
is no need for a separate wireless LAN module. The HC-ROP
tablet/smartphone app enables wireless remote control, including camera settings and lens
control. The HC-X2 is equipped with
Ethernet for more stable live streaming, and USB tethering for stream-

ing using 5G smartphones. The HCX20 can also be connected to a
wired LAN by using an USB Ethernet
adapter (sold separately).
RTSP/RTP/RTMP/RTMPS-compatible FHD streaming enables direct
connection and streaming of content such as live concerts, sporting
events, and breaking news to Facebook, YouTube, etc. It is also now
possible to record while streaming.

Enhanced viewing and monitoring
The 3.5-inch LCD monitor has a high
resolution of approximately 2,760k
dots, providing enhanced viewing
in bright sunlight. The electrostatic
touch panel also improves operability when selecting menu items.

For the rest of the release, pricing ,
and also information on the LUMIX
lens release, please click here.
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3, yes 3 Camcorders from Canon
Canon Australia today launches
four professional camcorders
- the XA60, XA75 and XA70 –
alongside the prosumer HF G70
camcorder.
The new camcorders are suited
to a wide range of uses, including
documentary, corporate events
or education. Capable of capturing exceptional 4K quality content
and HD UVC Streaming via USBC , with advanced autofocus
and face detection functionality, these models offer professional performance. All of them
enable MP4 recording, while
the four professional camcorders feature XF-AVC recording to
support broadcast applications.

High-quality 4K capture
With Canon’s line-up of compact
camcorders, content creators can
easily capture stunning 4K footPAGE 16

age in various scenarios. Powered
with the DIGIC DV6 image processor and leveraging the 1/2.3” type
CMOS sensor and 1.0-inch Type
CMOS sensor respectively, the
XA60 and XA75/XA70 are capable
of shooting 4K UHD and Full HD images using over sampling for superior HD quality, for a wide range of
shooting scenarios.

3, yes 3 Camcorders from Canon

cal length, the XA60 offers 20x optical zoom and the XA75/XA70 a
15x zoom. These new models all
support 40x digital zoom, which extends to 800x in the XA60 and 600x
in the XA75/XA70.
With a range of video capabilities,
these models are also designed to
improve operability with a 3.5inch
Touch Panel LCD Monitor and
high-resolution Ocular EVF.

Precision focus, steady footage

W h e n
coupled with Canon’s
intelligent optical design, these
camcorders offer impressive zoom
functionality in a lightweight body.
Achieving a 35mm equivalent fo-

CAMCORDER

With Canon’s precision AF systems, the XA60 and XA75/XA70
enable content creators to lock
onto their subjects and easily follow
the action.
Featuring Dual Pixel CMOS AF, the
XA75/XA70 models are capable of
fast and accurate focusing, which
couples with the Dual Pixel focus

guide to make manually focusing
on a subject easy.
The XA60 line-up employs an advanced Hybrid AF system for precise
focusing even in low
light
situations.
All
offer
adjustable focusi
n
g
speeds for
either fast or
smooth
A F ,
which
c a n
a l s o
be controlled
via
the
3.5inch
LCD display, enabling operators to
easily set the focus by touching a
single AF point. For even greater
accuracy and convenience, especially with busy environments where

operators need to keep a subject in
shot, Face Detection AF and Face
Tracking is available. All feature
manual focus, which can be set either by the focus/zoom ring, or the
control ring on the lens of the XA75/
XA70. Employing 5-axis image stabilisation, these models capture
steady footage.

Versatile recording formats

time into the video image, and an
infrared mode to capture footage
in the dark, these camcorders can
be used for a wide range of use
cases.
They can also be easily
integrated into a multicamera set up
thanks
to the
cus-

Featuring a range of
flexible recording options, the XA60 and
XA75/XA70 fit easily into
professional workflows,
whether capturing XFAVC 4K UHD 160Mbps at 25P
for broadcast, or a smaller more
manageable codec of MP4 4K UHD
150Mbps at

tom
picture
menu, allowing users
to colour match footage with selected Canon cameras.

ing options including Slow and Fast
Motion, on screen display recording which embeds the date and

For the rest of the release, pricing ,
and other information, please click
here.
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Quick Review: Miller Air 75 3001 Tripod

Dr David Smith

I’ve been putting my new Miller Air
3001 System through its paces and
I’m loving it! I’ll have full details in
a complete in a review soon, but
there are two really useful add-ons
that are a must have in
my opinion.
The Miller Air has a 1/4”
20 srew socket on the
left hand base of the
fluid head. This is designed to accommodate a special adapter
called the 2092 Accessory Adapter. It sells for
around AUD$45 and fits onto the
side of the fluid head with a bolt secured by an Allen Key (supplied).
The adapter is essentially a right
angle bend, with a now horizontal
1/4” 20 socket facing upwards. VideoGuys sell a really useful attachment called the SmallRig 2066B
PAGE 18

Articulating Arm for AUD$21. This
is a bit like a miniature Magic Arm
and it has a male 1/4” 20 screw at
each end. The two threads can be
rotated in a ball socket and there’s

a strong locking handle in the middle of the arm that locks everything
up firmly. There are all sorts of uses
your can now put this rig to, including lights, radio mic units and, in
the case I’ve tried, a V-Gear 7” HD
monitor. Using my excellent Canon
XA-10 camera, I simply attached

an HDMI cable to the monitor and
positioned it carefully on the right
hand side of the camera. The monitor will pan with the camera as the
head rotates but it doesn’t tilt so you
need to make sure
the camera clears the
monitor as you tilt it.
A short HDMI cable
helps reduce clutter in
this setup and Cable
Chick sells a 50cm one
for just $10. You may
also need adapters
to suit your camera
and monitor HDMI ports. Other than
that, there are no other issues except the maximum weight on the
Miller adapter is 1.5kg.
The simple addition of a screw port
for the adapter and the excellent
SmallRig arm adds really useful possibilities to this superb tripod.

